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their work as a duo was never a question of who would play what. to them, it was more of a
collaboration. they each brought their own ideas to a project, and their personal musical

styles were revealed in the final product. the brothers' first album as a duo was 1976s chic,
a funky disco album that featured such hits as le freak. at the time, rodgers was a struggling

professional musician who had never played drums before. he met edwards, then a
struggling singer, who had never played guitar before. together, the duo created some of

the best disco and funk of the seventies. with the extra-curricular activities of the fold
festival and his 2016 induction into the songwriters hall of fame, nile rodgers has remained

in the center of the music industry, but his musical career has had quite the impact on a
younger generation of musicians. in 2014, he issued a new solo studio album, funk machine,
the first time he has recorded anything since 2008. the album received critical acclaim and
spawned singles that were played regularly on classic rock radio stations around the world,
including the single girls. while this book is obviously aimed at bass guitar players, there are
lots of other techniques and insights that can be used by guitarists and other musicians. for

those that just want to know what nile rodgers is playing on his bass, then it's also here,
with highly detailed bass lines with the following notes: the clash had pissed off the punks
by going hard rock, stymied the rockers by embracing folk and reggae tradition, alienated

traditionalists by turning into dub-funk experimentalists, and then, in 1982, shocked
everyone by becoming pop stars. the bands lone stateside top 10 single, rock the casbah is

the clashs entire conflicted, contradictory history streamlined into three minutes and 43
seconds, retrofitting the anti-authoritarian protest of their incendiary early singles for the

discotheque, sculpting the genre-blurring sprawl of sandinista! into military trim and
upgrading their tommy guns to jet-fired laserbeams.
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